Print out activities to complete on paper! Choose from Mazes, I Spy, Connect the Dots, or Find the Differences.

Click on Activities ——> choose Print and Do and take your pick from 250+ printable activities.

Read a story!

Click For Grown-Ups in the top right corner of home page → scroll down to Guided Reading Program.
All stories can be printed as a foldable book. Lexile levels are on the cover of each book.

Create a whole lesson! Combine both suggestions above---> printable book #24 "Race the Raindrops" could be printed, folded, and sent home with the maze activity, “Help the Boy Get Out of the Rain".
Complete an activity or science project.

- From the home page, click on Activities or Science Projects → select from categories shown like Craft Room or Crack the Code in Activities, and Machines in Science Projects.
- These are all printable, simply click on the gear wheel on the top right of the page and choose print.
- Some of these come with lesson plans found under Educator Tools.
- These range in age - some are young enough for Kindergarten and others are old enough for Middle School.

Articles

- All World Book articles can be printed using the same gear wheel in the top right corner of each article.
- To find articles by standard, click on Educator Tools → Curriculum Correlations. Use the filters to choose subject and grade level. Standard strands will be listed → click on the blue hyperlink to be taken to an article or activity for that strand.
- Articles can also be printed in over 103 languages.
- Print an article and annotate the paper copy.
- Take it a step further by analyzing tables, maps, and graphs printed with an article, or print the discussion questions found under Related Material.

Study geography under Maps & More.

- Choose Outline maps & flags.
- Print maps without words to practice labeling, print them with words to check your own answers.
For Middle and High School

Annotate & Analyze Articles
Print articles for annotation or analysis.

Check the Related tab- some articles come with questions to answer about the article.

World War II

World War II (1939-1945) was the most destructive war in history. It killed more people, destroyed more property, and disrupted more lives than any other war in history. It probably had more far-reaching consequences than any other war. The war brought about the downfall of Western Europe as the center of world power. It led to the

Work with a Primary Source

In Advanced, click on Educator Tools → Teaching with Documents → Choose within the categories shown for original lessons built around a primary source. Lessons can be printed.